Clumio Protect for Microsoft 365

Clumio Provides a Secure cloud backup for Microsoft 365 Exchange, OneDrive, and SharePoint

Always-On Security
Air-gap backup with inherent immutability provides ransomware and bad-actor protection. Clumio backups also cannot be deleted. Protect Exchange, OneDrive and SharePoint with global protection policies in a single management framework.

Effortless Compliance
Proactive monitoring provides assurance of ongoing protection, offloading the typical operational burden of compliance. Data is stored efficiently, enabling the enterprise to retain data longer in order to meet compliance requirements.

Fast, Intuitive Restores
Quick, point-in-time recovery of multiple emails, folders, a full mailbox, or an entire site. Fast search and recovery of individual emails or execution of complex restores to the same or alternate mailbox with the click of a button.

Lower TCO for long-term retention needs
Clumio backups do not require extending Microsoft 365 enterprise licensing to store data beyond 90 days. Automate long-term retention while reducing costs by over 75%.

CHALLENGES
As Microsoft 365 adoption increases, the risk of ransomware attacks and accidental or malicious deletions of user data also increases. Following the shared responsibility model for enterprises running Microsoft 365, organizations must ensure robust protection of Exchange, OneDrive and SharePoint to meet compliance and recovery requirements. Microsoft 365 includes basic protection for deleted or modified mailbox items, but Microsoft explicitly states that this functionality does not ensure point-in-time recovery. Additionally, recoverability of deleted items is limited to 14 days retention by default and up to 30 days. Enterprise compliance needs vary, but they often require that Microsoft 365 data such as Exchange, OneDrive and SharePoint be backed up for months to several years with flexible recovery options. Consequently, the data retention and basic deleted items protection built into Microsoft 365 do not meet most recovery and compliance needs. To address these challenges, Clumio provides a secure enterprise backup as a service to protect critical data for Microsoft 365 all from a unified management platform.

HOW CLUMIO WORKS
Built as a cloud-native SaaS solution, Clumio requires zero deployment of software or hardware components in order to begin protecting Microsoft 365 data. Customers simply connect their Microsoft 365 domain to the Clumio service via a secure authentication method. By defining a single protection policy at the domain level or on a per-group or per user level, compliance can be immediately initiated and then monitored via intuitive reports and proactive alerting.
Microsoft 365 backups are fully indexed outside of the customer’s domain, offering instant immutability and efficient granular recovery across Exchange Online, OneDrive or SharePoint. Clumio provides intuitive search using several different filters and capabilities to perform Global Search across backups. We also help customers restore just the permissions of the file, if needed. Clumio provides a single dashboard for backup and recovery data across Microsoft 365, native AWS services and VMC on AWS.

**Unique Benefits of Clumio Backup for Microsoft 365**
Clumio offers three key benefits to enterprises that highlight our value as a cloud-native SaaS platform for Microsoft 365 data protection. These include:

**Ransomware and bad actor protection**
- Clumio SecureVault stores data in an immutable, encrypted format inside of Clumio’s highly secure platform to protect from ransomware
- Clumio backups cannot be deleted
- Microsoft 365 data is always encrypted separately with unique keys via a FIPS 140-2 validated encryption engine, thus meeting even stringent standards required by many government agencies
- Data transfers are safeguarded with end-to-end integrity checks

**Automate compliance based long-term data retention**
- No more 90 days of limited data retention. With Clumio retain M365 data for 7 years and comfortably achieve your compliance goals
- Apply uniform policies across all Microsoft 365 services such as Exchange, OneDrive, and SharePoint
- Meet compliance with predictable costs
- Be audit-ready 24x7 and free up IT resources towards more strategic business activities.

**Quick disaster recovery for business continuity**
- Perform global search and quickly recover content from deleted data, compromised accounts, ransomware attacks, and other data loss.
- Search and recover from a single email to a full mailbox
- Restore any point in time version of your files in OneDrive
- ReStore either the entire SharePoint site or specific contents of that site
- Lower your recovery time objective (RTO) with these rapid and granular recovery options

**Lower Total Cost of Ownership**
- Dramatically reduce costs by more than 75% compared to extending Microsoft 365 enterprise licensing for data protection
- Reduce headcount and deliver higher security with air gap protection, in-depth compliance reporting, rapid recovery with flexibility to recovery to any account
- No additional software or hardware to install and maintain. Get a SaaS experience with zero management.

“Clumio makes it super simple to protect new workloads as they come online and consolidate the protection of existing ones, like Microsoft 365, on the same platform.”

Jason Thomas
CIO, CSK Legal